Jarrod Feiner, Language Arts [Year 4]
Chair: Rachel Bell, LA
Nathan Jones, LA
Lucia Lachmayr, LA [Discipline expert]
Rob Williams, LA [Adjunct]
Chris Gibson, Dean

Erinn Struss, Language Arts [Year 2]
Chair: Leigh Anne Shaw, LA
Luciana Castro, LA
Serena Chu-Mraz, LA
Liza Erpelo, LA [Discipline expert]
Chris Gibson, Dean

Nick Langhoff, SMT, Engineering [Year 3]
Chair: Tadashi Tsuchida [Discipline expert]
Shari Bookstaff, SMT
Rick Hough, SMT
Stephen Fredricks, SMT
Ray Hernandez, Dean

Jing Folsom, SMT Biology [Year 1]
Chair: Nick Kapp, SMT [Discipline Expert]
Christine Case, SMT
AJ Bates, SMT
Ray Hernandez, Dean
Rika Fabian, SSCA, Sociology [Year 3]

Chair: Jennifer Merrill, SSCA

Minu Mathur, CSM, Sociology [Discipline expert]

Michelle Hawkins, SSCA

Mustafa Popal, SSCA

Danni Redding Lapuz, Dean

Bianca Rowden-Quince, ASLT, IT Designer [Year 3]*

__________ [IT Design discipline expert]

Bridget Fischer, SSCA

Jesse Raskin, SSCA

Rick Hough [replacing N Floro]

Jim Houpis, Dean

*also need Chair designation

Screening Committee, Tenure-Track Librarian, ASLT

Rachel Bell, Faculty, LA

Pia Walawalkar, Librarian

Kim Lim, Librarian

Chelssee de Barra, Interim TLC manager [to replace Mitchel Xiong, staff assistant]

Gabriela Nocito, Director of Learning Commons

James Houpis, Dean